CAISO Sublaps
PG&E Service Territory

Sublaps
- Central Coast: PGCC
- East Bay (Bay Area): PGEB
- Fresno: PGF1
- Geysers: PGFG
- Humboldt: PGHB
- Kern: PGKN
- North Bay: PGNB
- North Coast: PGNC
- North of Path 15: PGNP
- Peninsula (Bay Area): PGP2
- San Francisco (Bay Area): PGSF
- Sierra: PGSI
- South Bay (Bay Area): PGSB
- Stockton: PGST
- ZP26: PGZP

1. PG&E does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy of the information shown on this document.
2. The information shown on this document is intended to be a guide and is subject to change at any time without prior notice.
3. A customer's actual sublap will be determined by PG&E.
4. The sublaps shown on this map overlap each other in certain places. This map displays only the upper most sublap layer.
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